INTRODUCTION {#ar24086-sec-0001}
============

The extracellular matrix (ECM) is a tissue‐specific mixture of interacting proteins, glycoproteins, and proteoglycans which provides the structural networks and scaffolds of tissues. As well as contributing to tissue shape and biomechanics, the ECM mediates important aspects of cellular signaling in growth, development, and connective tissue remodeling and repair (Hynes, [2009](#ar24086-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}; Rozario and DeSimone, [2010](#ar24086-bib-0107){ref-type="ref"}; Bonnans et al., [2014](#ar24086-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}; Humphries et al., [2018](#ar24086-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}). To provide a more systematic definition of ECM complexity revealed by the explosion of genomic, transcriptomic, and proteomic data, new bioinformatics tools have been developed to define the "matrisome," the cohort of genes that encode ECM and ECM‐associated proteins (Naba et al., [2012](#ar24086-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"}; Naba et al., [2016](#ar24086-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"}). They are defined by the presence of a characteristic set of protein domains, and further curated manually based on structural and functional features. This definition of ECM components provides a useful annotation for identifying ECM signatures in "omics" datasets and is gaining wide application in the field (Naba et al., [2016](#ar24086-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"}). The human matrisome (1,027 genes) is composed of 274 "Core Matrisome" genes and 753 "Matrisome‐associated" genes. The core matrisome contains genes encoding ECM glycoproteins (195), proteoglycans (35), and collagens (44). Matrisome‐associated genes included "ECM‐affiliated" (171), "Regulators" (238), and "secreted factors" (344).

The functional importance of the ECM is graphically demonstrated by numerous genetic disorders resulting from mutations in the "Core Matrisome" (Table [1](#ar24086-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}). To date, mutations in 105 core matrisome genes cause human disorders defined in OMIM, and this number should increase rapidly with the wide‐spread clinical application of whole‐exome and whole‐genome sequencing. Of the 195 ECM glycoprotein genes, 67 are implicated in genetic disease or disease susceptibility; 27 of 44 collagen genes, and 11 of 35 proteoglycan genes have disease associations (Table [1](#ar24086-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Core matrisome components associated with genetic disease

  Gene Symbol           Disease                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            OMIM
  --------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  *ECM glycoproteins*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
  AGRN                  Myasthenic syndrome, congenital, 8                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 615120
  AMBN                  Amelogenesis imperfecta, type 1F                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   616270
  AMELX                 Amelogenesis imperfecta, type 1E                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   301200
  BMPER                 Diaphanospondylodysostosis                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         608022
  CILP                  Intervertebral disc disease (susceptibility)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       603932
  COCH                  Deafness, autosomal dominant, 9                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    601369
  COLQ                  Myasthenic syndrome, congenital, 5                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 603034
  COMP                  Pseudoachondroplasia; epiphyseal dysplasia, multiple, 1                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            177170, 132400
  CRELD1                Trioventricular septal defect (susceptibility)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     606217
  CTHRC1                Barrett esophagus                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  614266
  DMP1                  Hypophosphatemic rickets, autosomal recessive                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      241520
  DSPP                  Deafness, autosomal dominant 39; dentinogenesis imperfecta, shields type III; dentin dysplasia, type II; dentinogenesis imperfecta 1                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               605594, 125500, 125420, 125490
  ECM1                  Lipoid proteinosis of Urbach and Wiethe                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            247100
  EFEMP1                Doyne honeycomb retinal dystrophy                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  126600
  EFEMP2                Cutis laxa, autosomal recessive, type 1B                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           614437
  ELN                   Supravalvular aortic stenosis, cutis laxa, autosomal dominant 1                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    185500, 123700
  EYS                   Retinitis pigmentosa 25                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            602772
  FBLN1                 Synpolydactyly 2                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   608180
  FBLN5                 Cutis laxa, autosomal recessive, type IA; cutis laxa, autosomal dominant 2; neuropathy, hereditary, with or without age‐related macular degeneration                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               219100, 614434, 608895
  FBN1                  Marfan syndrome, ectopia lentis 1, isolated, autosomal dominant; Marfan lipodystrophy syndrome                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     154700, 129600, 616914
  FBN2                  Arthrogryposis, distal, type 9, macular degeneration, early‐onset                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  121050, 616118
  FGA                   Dysfibrinogenemia, congenital                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      616004
  FGB                   Dysfibrinogenemia, congenital                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      616004
  FGG                   Dysfibrinogenemia, congenital                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      616004
  FN1                   Spondylometaphyseal dysplasia, corner fracture type; glomerulopathy with fibronectin deposits 2                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    184255, 601894
  FRAS1                 Fraser syndrome 1                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  219000
  GLDN                  Lethal congenital contracture syndrome 11                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          617194
  HMCN1                 Macular degeneration, age‐related, 1                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               603075
  IGFALS                Acid‐labile subunit deficiency                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     615961
  IGFBP7                Retinal arterial macroaneurysm with supravalvular pulmonic stenosis                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                614224
  KAL1                  Hypogonadotropic hypogonadism 1 with or without anosmia                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            308700
  LAMA1                 Poretti--Boltshauser syndrome                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      615960
  LAMA2                 Muscular dystrophy, congenital merosin‐deficient, 1A                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               607855
  LAMA3                 Epidermolysis bullosa, junctional, herlitz type                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    226700
  LAMA4                 Cardiomyopathy, dilated, 1                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         615235
  LAMB1                 Lissencephaly 5                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    615191
  LAMB2                 Pierson syndrome; nephrotic syndrome, type 5, with or without ocular abnormalities                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 609049 614199
  LAMB3                 Epidermolysis bullosa, junctional, herlitz and non‐herlitz types                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   226650
  LAMC1                 Epidermolysis bullosa, junctional, non‐herlitz type                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                226650
  LAMC2                 Epidermolysis bullosa, junctional, non‐herlitz type                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                226650
  LAMC3                 Cortical malformations, occipital                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  614115
  LGI1                  Epilepsy, familial temporal lobe, 1                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                600512
  LGI4                  Arthrogryposis multiplex congenita, neurogenic, with myelin defect                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 617468
  LTBP2                 Glaucoma 3, primary congenital, D; Weill--Marchesani syndrome 3                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    613086, 614819
  LTBP3                 Dental anomalies and short stature                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 601216
  LTBP4                 Cutis laxa, autosomal recessive, type IC                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           613177
  MATN3                 Epiphyseal dysplasia, multiple, 5; spondyloepimetaphyseal dysplasia, matrilin‐3 related                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            607078, 608728
  MFAP5                 Aortic aneurysm, familial thoracic 9                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               616166
  MGP                   Keutel syndrome                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    245150
  OTOG                  Deafness, autosomal recessive 18B                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  614945
  PXDN                  Anterior segment dysgenesis 7                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      269400
  RELN                  Lissencephaly 2; epilepsy, familial temporal lobe, 7                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               257320, 616436
  RSPO1                 Palmoplantar hyperkeratosis with squamous cell carcinoma of skin and 46,XX sex reversal                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            610644
  RSPO2                 Tetraamelia syndrome 2                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             618021
  RSPO4                 Nail disorder, nonsyndromic congenital, 4                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          206800
  SMOC1                 Microphthalmia with limb anomalies                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 206920
  SMOC2                 Dentin dysplasia, type I                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           125400
  SRPX2                 Rolandic epilepsy, mental retardation, and speech dyspraxia, X‐linked                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              300643
  TECTA                 Deafness, autosomal recessive 21; deafness, autosomal dominant 12                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  603629, 601543
  TGFBI                 Corneal dystrophy---several types---Avellino type; lattice type I; Reis--Bucklers type; Thiel--Behnke type; lattice type IIIA; epithelial basement membrane                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        607541, 122200, 608470, 602082, 608471, 121820
  THBS2                 Intervertebral disc disease (susceptibility)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       603932
  TNXB                  Ehlers--Danlos syndrome, classic‐like; vesicoureteral reflux 8                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     606408, 615963
  TSPEAR                Deafness, autosomal recessive 98                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   614861
  VWA3B                 Spinocerebellar ataxia, autosomal recessive 22                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     616948
  VWF                   Von Willebrand disease, Types 1, 2, and 3                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          193400, 613554, 277480,
  WISP3                 Arthropathy, progressive pseudorheumatoid, of childhood                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            208230
  ZP1                   Oocyte maturation defect 1                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         615774
  ZP3                   Oocyte maturation defect 3                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         617712
  *Collagens*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
  COL1A1                Osteogenesis imperfecta, types I, II, III, IV (also called OI1, 2, 3, 4); Caffey disease; Ehlers--Danlos syndrome, arthrochalasia type, 1                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          166200, 166210, 259420, 166220, 114000, 130060
  COL1A2                Osteogenesis imperfecta, types I, II, III, IV (also called OI1, 2, 3, 4); Ehlers--Danlos syndrome, arthrochalasia type 2; Ehlers--Danlos syndrome, Cardiac valvular type                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           166200, 166210, 259420, 617821, 225320
  COL2A1                Stickler syndrome, type I; Stickler syndrome, type I, nonsyndromic ocular; spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia congenita; kniest dysplasia; avascular necrosis of femoral head, primary, 1; achondrogenesis, type II; Czech dysplasia. osteoarthritis with mild chondrodysplasia; platyspondylic lethal skeletal dysplasia, Torrance type; spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia, Stanescu type; spondyloepimetaphyseal dysplasia, Strudwick type; spondyloperipheral dysplasia; epiphyseal dysplasia, multiple, with myopia and conductive deafness; Legg‐Calve‐Perthes disease   108300, 609508, 183900, 156550, 608805, 200610, 609162, 604864, 151210, 616583, 184250, 271700, 132450, 150600
  COL3A1                Ehlers--Danlos syndrome, vascular type                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             130050
  COL4A1                Brain small vessel disease with or without ocular anomalies; angiopathy, hereditary, with nephropathy, aneurysms, and muscle cramps; porencephaly 1; hemorrhage, intracerebral (susceptibility); schizencephaly                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    607595, 175780, 614519, 26160
  COL4A2                Porencephaly 2; hemorrhage, intracerebral (susceptibility)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         614483, 614519
  COL4A3                Alport syndrome, autosomal recessive and autosomal dominant, hematuria, benign familial                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            203780, 104200, 141200
  COL4A4                Alport syndrome, autosomal recessive, and autosomal dominant                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       203780, 104200
  COL4A5                Alport syndrome, X‐linked                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          301050
  COL4A6                Leiomyomatosis, diffuse, with Alport syndrome; deafness, X‐linked 6                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                308940, 300914
  COL5A1                Ehlers--Danlos syndrome, classic type, 1                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           130000
  COL5A2                Ehlers--Danlos syndrome, classic type, 2                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           130010
  COL6A1                Ullrich congenital muscular dystrophy 1; Bethlem myopathy 1                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        254090, 158810
  COL6A2                Ullrich congenital muscular dystrophy 1; Bethlem myopathy 1; myosclerosis, autosomal recessive                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     254090, 158810, 255600
  COL6A3                Ullrich congenital muscular dystrophy 1; Bethlem myopathy 1; myosclerosis, autosomal recessive; dystonia 27                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        254090, 158810, 255600, 616411
  COL7A1                Epidermolysis bullosa dystrophica, autosomal recessive and autosomal dominant; nail disorder, nonsyndromic congenital, 8                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           226600, 131750, 607523
  COL9A1                Stickler syndrome, type IV; epiphyseal dysplasia, multiple, 6                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      614134, 614135
  COL9A2                Epiphyseal dysplasia, multiple, 2; Stickler syndrome, type V                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       600204, 614284
  COL9A3                Epiphyseal dysplasia, multiple, 3                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  600969
  COL10A1               Metaphyseal chondrodysplasia, Schmid type                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          156500
  COL11A1               Stickler syndrome, type II; Marshall syndrome; fibrochondrogenesis 1                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               604841, 154780, 228520
  COL11A2               Otospondylomegaepiphyseal dysplasia, autosomal dominant and autosomal recessive; deafness, autosomal recessive 53; fibrochondrogenesis 2                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           184840, 215150, 609706, 614524
  COL12A1               Bethlem myopathy 2; Ullrich congenital muscular dystrophy 2                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        616471, 616470
  COL13A1               Myasthenic syndrome, congenital, 19                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                616720
  COL15A1               Knobloch syndrome 1                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                267750
  COL17A1               Epidermolysis bullosa, junctional, non‐Herlitz type; epithelial recurrent erosion dystrophy                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        226650, 122400
  COL18A1               Knobloch syndrome 1                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                267750
  COL25A1               Fibrosis of extraocular muscles, congenital, 5                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     616219
  COL27A1               Steel syndrome                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     615155
  *Proteoglycans*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
  ACAN                  Short stature and advanced bone age, with or without early‐onset osteoarthritis and/or osteochondritis dissecans; spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia, Kimberley type; spondyloepimetaphyseal dysplasia, aggrecan type                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    165800, 608361, 612813
  ASPN                  Osteoarthritis susceptibility 3 (susceptibility); intervertebral disc disease (susceptibility)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     607850, 603932
  BGN                   Meester--Loeys syndrome; spondyloepimetaphyseal dysplasia, X‐linked                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                300989
  DCN                   corneal dystrophy, congenital stromal                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              610048
  HSPG2                 Schwartz--Jampel syndrome, type 1; dyssegmental dysplasia, Silverman‐Handmaker type                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                255800, 224410
  IMPG1                 Macular dystrophy, vitelliform, 4                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  616151
  IMPG2                 Retinitis pigmentosa 56; macular dystrophy, vitelliform, 5                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         613,581, 616152
  KERA                  Cornea plana 2, autosomal recessive                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                217300
  NYX                   Night blindness, congenital stationary, type 1A                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    310500
  PRG4                  Camptodactyly‐arthropathy‐coxa vara‐pericarditis syndrome                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          208250
  VCAN                  Wagner vitreoretinopathy                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           143200
  ACAN                  Short stature and advanced bone age, with or without early‐onset osteoarthritis and/or osteochondritis dissecans; spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia, Kimberley type; spondyloepimetaphyseal dysplasia, aggrecan type                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    165800, 608361, 612813
  ASPN                  Osteoarthritis susceptibility 3 (susceptibility); intervertebral disc disease (susceptibility)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     607850, 603932
  BGN                   Meester--loeys syndrome; spondyloepimetaphyseal dysplasia, X‐linked                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                300989
  DCN                   Corneal dystrophy, congenital stromal                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              610048
  HSPG2                 Schwartz--Jampel syndrome, type 1; dyssegmental dysplasia, Silverman‐Handmaker type                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                255800, 224410
  IMPG1                 Macular dystrophy, vitelliform, 4                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  616151
  IMPG2                 Retinitis pigmentosa 56; macular dystrophy, vitelliform, 5                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         613581, 616152

While the mechanisms of how mutations in many of these core matrisome genes cause disease are poorly understood and will show gene and mutation specificity, mutations in the more intensely studied conditions such osteogenesis imperfecta (OI), Ehlers--Danlos syndrome and numerous chondrodysplasias are offering important insights into molecular pathologies of structural ECM components (Bateman et al., [2009](#ar24086-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}). We will focus our discussion on the core matrisome components involved in these conditions. However, in addition to these, mutations in the broader noncore matrisome genes (Naba et al., [2016](#ar24086-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"}), enzymes involved in the ER/Golgi processing machinery, transcription factors and signaling molecules also have the ability to impact on the production and integrity of the ECM.

OSTEOGENESIS IMPERFECTA {#ar24086-sec-0002}
=======================

The central clinical feature of OI, or "brittle bone disease," is a decrease in bone mass resulting in bone fragility (Bishop, [2016](#ar24086-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}; Lim et al., [2017](#ar24086-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}; Marini et al., [2017](#ar24086-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}). OI is also often associated with blue sclerae, dental abnormalities (dentinogenesis imperfecta), and progressive hearing loss. As many new OI genes have been discovered, there has been debate around whether clinical classification should be based on the genetic defect or on the clinical phenotype. Both classifications are presented in Table [2](#ar24086-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}. Because of the clinical utility of the classification by phenotype, we will use this as the basis of our discussion. The least severe subtype is OI type 1 with mild to moderate bone fragility and little or no apparent skeletal deformity. Most patients have blue sclerae and hearing loss is common. OI type 2 is lethal *in utero* or shortly after birth due to severe bone fragility. OI type 3 is progressively deforming with moderate to severe bone deformity, blue sclerae at birth and commonly with hearing loss and abnormal dentition. OI type 4 (common variable OI with normal sclerae) has mild to moderate bone fragility, normal sclerae, and abnormal dentition and hearing loss, albeit less frequently than in OI type 3. The most common mutations causing OI occur in the genes encoding the proα1 or proα2 chain of type I procollagen, *COL1A1* and *COL1A2*. Of the \~2,000 gene mutations now described in OI, more than 85% are heterozygous mutations in these genes. The remainder are predominantly autosomal recessive mutations in components of the collagen biosynthetic and secretion machinery and in key osteogenic transcription factors and signaling pathways (Table [2](#ar24086-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Osteogenesis imperfecta

+----------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+---------------+------------------------+-------------+-----------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Phenotype                              | Typical features                                                                                                                 | Clinical type | Genetic type           | Inheritance | Gene/protein defect         | Protein defect                                                       |
+:=======================================+:=================================================================================================================================+:==============+:=======================+:============+:============================+:=====================================================================+
| Non‐deforming form                     | Mild to moderate bone fragility, normal or near normal stature, most have blue sclerae, normal dentition, hearing loss in \~50%. | OI type 1     | OI type 1              | AD          | *COL1A1*                    | Collagen I haploinsufficiency                                        |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               |                        |             |                             |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               |                        |             | *COL1A2*                    |                                                                      |
+----------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+---------------+------------------------+-------------+-----------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Perinatally lethal form                | Extreme bone fragility, short stature, long bone bowing                                                                          | OI type 2     | OI type 2              | AD          | *COL1A1*                    | Collagen I structural mutations                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               |                        |             |                             |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               | OI type 7              | AR          | *COL1A2*                    | Collagen posttranslational modification and folding machinery        |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               |                        |             |                             |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               | OI type 8              |             | *CRTAP*                     |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               |                        |             |                             |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               | OI type 9              |             | *LEPRE1/*P3H1               |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               |                        |             |                             |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               |                        |             | *PPIB/*CYPB                 |                                                                      |
+----------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+---------------+------------------------+-------------+-----------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Progressively deforming OI             | Moderate to severe bone deformity, blue sclerae at birth, hearing loss and abnormal dentition common.                            | OI type 3     | OI type 3              | AD          | *COL1A1*                    | Collagen I structural mutations                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               |                        |             |                             |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               | OI type 7              |             | *COL1A2*                    | Collagen posttranslational modification and folding machinery        |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               |                        |             |                             |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               | OI type 8              | AR          | *CRTAP*                     |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               |                        |             |                             |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               | OI type 9              |             | *LEPRE1/*P3H1               | Protein folding/endoplasmic reticulum stress sensor                  |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               |                        |             |                             |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               | OI type 10             |             | *PPIB/*CYPB *FKBP10/*FKBP65 | COPII vesicle component---collagen secretion                         |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               |                        |             |                             |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               | OI type 11             |             | *SERPINH1/*HSP47            | Proteolytic removal of procollagen N‐propeptide                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               |                        |             |                             |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               | No type                |             | *PLOD2*/ LH2                | Wnt cell signaling pathway                                           |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               |                        |             |                             |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               | OI type 16             |             | *CREB3L1*/OASIS             | Signaling and collagen binding protein, important for mineralization |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               |                        |             |                             |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               |                        |             |                             | Endoplasmic reticulum cation channel.                                |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               |                        |             |                             |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               | OI Cole‐Carpenter Like |             | *SEC24D*                    | Transcription factor, bone formation                                 |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               |                        |             |                             |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               |                        |             |                             |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               |                        |             |                             |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               | OI type 12             |             | *BMP1*                      |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               |                        |             |                             |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               |                        |             |                             |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               |                        |             |                             |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               | OI type 15             |             | *WNT1*                      |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               |                        |             |                             |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               | OI type 10             |             | *SERPINF1/*PEDF             |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               |                        |             |                             |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               |                        |             |                             |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               |                        |             |                             |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               | OI type 14             |             | *TMEM38B/*TRIC‐B            |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               |                        |             |                             |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               |                        |             |                             |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               |                        |             |                             |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               | OI type 13             |             | *SP7/*OSX                   |                                                                      |
+----------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+---------------+------------------------+-------------+-----------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Common Variable OI with normal sclerae | Mild to moderate, bone fragility, normal sclerae, variable dentition, hearing loss in \<10%.                                     | OI type 4     | OI type 4              | AD          | *COL1A1*                    | Collagen I structural mutations                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               |                        |             |                             |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               |                        |             | *COL1A2*                    |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               |                        |             |                             |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               | OI type 15             |             | *WNT1*                      | Wnt cell signaling                                                   |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               |                        |             |                             |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               |                        |             |                             | pathway                                                              |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               |                        |             |                             |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               | OI type 7              | AR          | *CRTAP*                     | Collagen posttranslational modification and folding machinery        |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               |                        |             |                             |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               | OI type 11             |             | *FKBP10/*FKBP65             | Signaling and collagen binding protein, important for mineralization |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               |                        |             |                             |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               | OI type 9              |             | *PPIB/*CYPB                 | Collagen binding/extracellular matrix assembly                       |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               |                        |             |                             |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               | OI type 6              |             | *SERPINF1/*PEDF             | Transcription factor, bone formation                                 |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               |                        |             |                             |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               |                        |             |                             |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               |                        |             |                             |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               |                        |             |                             |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               |                        |             |                             |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               |                        |             |                             |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               |                        |             |                             |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               | OI type 17             |             | *SPARC*                     |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               |                        |             |                             |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               |                        |             |                             |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               |                        |             |                             |                                                                      |
|                                        |                                                                                                                                  |               | OI type 13             |             | *SP7/*OSX                   |                                                                      |
+----------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+---------------+------------------------+-------------+-----------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

EHLERS--DANLOS SYNDROME {#ar24086-sec-0003}
=======================

The clinical hallmarks of Ehlers--Danlos syndrome (EDS) are hyperextensible skin and hypermobile joints. EDS classification has been recently revised to identify 13 subtypes (Table [3](#ar24086-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"}) (De Paepe and Malfait, [2012](#ar24086-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}; Malfait et al., [2017](#ar24086-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}). Mutations in collagens and collagen processing molecules are a common cause of the condition (Table [3](#ar24086-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"}). Classical EDS is most often caused by heterozygous mutations in the genes for collagen V, *COL5A1*, and *COL5A2*, and infrequently by *COL1A1* mutations. The clinically severe vascular EDS is caused by heterozygous mutations in the gene for type III collagen, *COL3A1*, which impacts the integrity of tissues where type III collagen is structurally important such as major blood vessels and intestine, resulting in a propensity for catastrophic rupture. Cardiac‐valvular EDS results from homozygous mutations in *COL1A2* and arthrochalasia EDS from both *COL1A1* and *COL1A2* mutations. Dermatosparaxis EDS results from homozygous mutations in *ADAMTS2* which encodes the critical proteinase involved in the extracellular removal of the type I collagen N‐propeptide. Retention of this noncollagenous propeptide prevents normal collagen fibril formation which severely impacts the collagen I‐rich tissues such as skin leading to severe skin fragility. Homozygous and heterozygous *COL12A1* mutations have been described in Myopathic EDS. In addition to collagen mutations, mutations in the genes for other matrix components, or in their biosynthetic pathways have been described (Table [3](#ar24086-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Ehlers--Danlos syndrome[a](#ar24086-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}

  Clinical subtype          Abbreviation   Inheritance   Gene defect                         Protein defect
  ------------------------- -------------- ------------- ----------------------------------- --------------------------
  Classical EDS             cEDS           AD            *COL5A1* (major), *COL1A1* (rare)   Collagen V, collagen I
  Classical‐like EDS        clEDS          AR            *TNXB*                              Tenascin XB
  Cardiac‐valvular EDS      cvEDS          AR            *COL1A2*                            Collagen I
  Vascular EDS              vEDS           AD            *COL3A1* (major), *COL1A1* (rare)   Collagen III, collagen I
  Hypermobile EDS           hEDS           AD            Unknown                             Unknown
  Arthrochalasia EDS        aEDS           AD            *COL1A1*, *COL1A2*                  Collagen I
  Dermatosparaxis EDS       dEDS           AR            *ADAMTS2*                           ADAMTS‐2
  Kyphoscoliotic EDS        kEDS           AR            *PLOD1*, *FKBP14*                   LH1, FKBP22
  Brittle cornea syndrome   BCS            AR            *ZNF469*, *PRDM5*                   ZNF469, PRDM5
  Spondylodysplastic EDS    spEDS          AR            *B4GALT7*, *B3GALT6*, *SLC39A13*    Β4GalT7, βGalT6, ZIP13
  Musculocontractural EDS   mcEDS          AR            *CHST14*, *DSE*                     D4ST1, DSE
  Myopathic EDS             mEDS           AR/AD         *COL12A1*                           Collagen XII
  Periodontal EDS           pEDS           AD            *C1R*, *C1S*                        C1r, C1s

Modified from Malfait et al. ([2017](#ar24086-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}).

CHONDRODYSPLASIAS {#ar24086-sec-0004}
=================

Of the more than 450 recognized genetic skeletal diseases (Bateman, [2001](#ar24086-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}; Bonafe et al., [2015](#ar24086-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}), at least 200 primarily affect the cartilage with a wide clinical spectrum ranging from lethal conditions *in utero* to later onset conditions involving the joints and spine. The mutations causing most chondrodysplasias can be broadly grouped into genes involved in local regulation of cartilage growth, genes involved in cartilage metabolic pathways, and genes encoding the cartilage structural proteins (Bateman, [2001](#ar24086-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}; Krakow, [2015](#ar24086-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}). Mutations in growth factors and their receptors, archetypically in fibroblast growth factor receptor 3 (*FGFR3*), disturb local cartilage growth regulation. FGFR3 signaling is a key negative regulator of growth plate chondrocyte growth and gain‐of‐function *FGFR3* mutations result in a common form of human dwarfism, achondroplasia. Cartilage metabolism and homeostasis can also be disturbed by mutations in essential enzymes such the Golgi enzyme arylsulfatase E (*ARSE*) in chondrodysplasia punctata, the sulfate transporter *DTDST* in diastrophic dysplasias and the mechano‐sensitive ion channel *TRPV4* in metatrophic dysplasia and brachydactyly‐arthropathy.

However, given the role of the cartilage ECM in chondrocyte growth, differentiation, and endochondral bone formation, it is unsurprising that the first characterized and most common skeletal dysplasia mutations are in genes involved in producing the architecturally precise cartilage ECM (Table [4](#ar24086-tbl-0004){ref-type="table"}). Heterozygous structural mutations in the main fibril‐forming cartilage collagen, type II (*COL2A1*), cause disorders including achondrogenesis type II, hypochondrogenesis, spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia congenita, Kneist dysplasia, and early‐onset arthritis. *COL2A1* nonsense mutations cause the milder Stickler syndrome (Barat‐Houari et al., [2016](#ar24086-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}; Deng et al., [2016](#ar24086-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}). Mutations in type XI collagen (*COL11A1* and *COL11A2*) which form part of the nucleating core of the collagen II fibrils cause Stickler and Marshall syndrome (Majava et al., [2007](#ar24086-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}). Mutations in collagen IX, which also interacts with and regulates collagen II fibril structure, cause multiple epiphyseal dysplasia (Chapman et al., [2003](#ar24086-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}). Likewise, mutations in other interacting proteins matrilin 3 (*MATN3*) and cartilage oligomeric matrix protein (*COMP*) cause multiple epiphyseal dysplasia, and in the case of *COMP* also pseudoachondroplasia (Chapman et al., [2003](#ar24086-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}). Mutations in the other major structural components of the cartilage pericellular matrix (perlecan; *HSPG2*) or ECM (aggrecan; *ACAN*) cause other chondrodysplasias (Gibson and Briggs, [2016](#ar24086-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}). Collagen X (*COL10A1*), a small network forming collagen which is uniquely expressed in the hypertrophic zone of growth plate cartilage, is defective in metaphyseal chondrodysplasia, type Schmid (Bateman et al., [2005](#ar24086-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}). *COL10A1* mutations have been instrumental in understanding the role of endoplasmic stress in the pathophysiology (Tsang et al., [2007](#ar24086-bib-0117){ref-type="ref"}; Bateman et al., [2009](#ar24086-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}; Tsang et al., [2010](#ar24086-bib-0116){ref-type="ref"}) and is discussed in detail in following sections which explore what we know about how cartilage ECM gene mutations cause pathology.

###### 

Chondrodysplasias caused by ECM gene mutations

  Gene                                   Protein                               Group: representative disorders
  -------------------------------------- ------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  *Collagens*                                                                  
  *COL2A1*                               Collagen II                           Achondrogenesis Type II, spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia congenita, Kneist dysplasia, Stickler syndrome type 1
  *COL9A1*                               Collagen IX                           Multiple epiphyseal dysplasia type 6
  *COL9A2*                               Collagen IX                           Multiple epiphyseal dysplasia type 2
  *COL9A3*                               Collagen IX                           Multiple epiphyseal dysplasia type 3
  *COL10A1*                              Collagen X                            Metaphyseal dysplasia Schmid type
  *COL11A1*                              Collagen XI                           Stickler syndrome type 2, Marshall syndrome, fibrochondrogenesis type 1
  *COL11A2*                              Collagen XI                           Otospondylomegaepiphyseal dysplasia, fibrochondrogenesis type 2
  *ECM structural proteins*                                                    
  *HGPS2*                                Perlecan                              Dyssegmental dysplasias, Schwartz--Jampel syndrome
  *ACAN*                                 Aggrecan                              Spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia Kimberley type, Spondyloepimetaphyseal dysplasia aggrecan type
  *COMP*                                 Cartilage oligomeric matrix protein   Pseudoachondroplasia, multiple epiphyseal dysplasia type 1
  *MATN3*                                Matrilin 3                            Multiple epiphyseal dysplasia type 5
  *MGP*                                  Matrix gamma‐carboxyglutamic acid     Keutel syndrome
  *ECM posttranslational modification*                                         
  *DTDST*                                SLC6A2 sulfate transporter            Achondrogenesis type 1B, atelogenesis type 2, diastrophic dysplasia
  *PAPSS2*                               PAPS‐synthetase 2                     Spondyloepimetaphyseal dysplasia PAPSS2 type, Brachyolmia recessive type
  *CHST3*                                Carbohydrate sulfotransferase 3       Chondrodysplasia with congenital joint dislocations CHST3 type
  *CHST14*                               Carbohydrate sulfotransferase 14      Ehlers--Danlos syndrome CHST14 type
  *ARSE*                                 Arylsulfatase E                       Chondrodysplasia punctata group: chondrodysplasia punctate, X‐linked recessive, brachytelephalangic type

PATHOLOGICAL MECHANISMS OF ECM PROTEIN MUTATIONS {#ar24086-sec-0005}
================================================

The pathological consequences of ECM protein mutations depend on protein tissue distribution, tissue function, and on the nature of the mutation. The effect of tissue distribution and tissue‐function of the ECM components in pathology is self‐evident, and elucidation of mutations and correlation to molecular pathology has been instrumental in understanding the roles of numerous ECM components. Understanding how each precise mutation affects structure and functions at the molecular level has been more problematic and the focus of countless studies over recent decades. The prevalent paradigm has been that there are two global mechanisms. First, mutations that reduce the production of ECM proteins such as nonsense mutations and frameshift mutations result in reduced matrix integrity due largely to quantitative ECM defects. Second, structural mutations reduce protein secretion and introduce dominant negative effects in ECM formation, structure, and/or stability (Fig. [1](#ar24086-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). While this "high‐level" model remains broadly true, recent research has added considerable complexity to our understanding of the molecular pathology. In some cases, this has clarified the impact of specific mutations on molecular networks and suggested new therapeutic approaches, and in other cases introducing new complexities that are so far unresolved. The discussion below will address these aspects of ECM disease mechanisms.

![The pathophysiology of ECM mutations. The current model for ECM mutation pathology proposes that the balance between extracellular and intracellular effects determines the pathology and disease severity. Reduced secretion of normal ECM protein as a result of premature termination mutations and nonsense‐mediated mRNA decay or regulatory mutations compromises function and this haploinsufficiency (white box) generally produces relatively mild disease. Structural misfolding mutations have dominant negative consequences leading to reduced secretion, and altered ECM structure and function (orange box). It is now clear that structural misfolding mutations also have intracellular effects that can include mutant degradation, and activation of ER stress pathways and pathological unfolded protein response (UPR) signaling (yellow box). The relative contribution of intracellular and extracellular effects to the pathology is likely to be gene and mutation specific.](AR-303-1527-g001){#ar24086-fig-0001}

Loss‐of‐Function Mutations {#ar24086-sec-0006}
--------------------------

Mutations that introduce premature stop codons, either a direct change to a nonsense codon or indels or aberrant splicing which cause a translation frameshift, are a common cause of genetic disease. Premature stop codons commonly trigger an mRNA surveillance process called nonsense‐mediated mRNA decay that degrades the mutant mRNA (Frischmeyer and Dietz, [1999](#ar24086-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}; Fang et al., [2013](#ar24086-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}; Kurosaki and Maquat, [2016](#ar24086-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}). This can result in functional haploinsufficiency in the case of heterozygous mutations, or complete, or near complete, absence of the ECM protein in the case of homozygous mutations (Fig. [1](#ar24086-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}).

Heterozygous loss‐of‐function mutations in *COL1A1* and *COL1A2* are the predominant cause of mild OI Type 1, and in *COL2A1,* Stickler, and these decrease the collagenous network. Crucially though, although reduced the ECM contains only structurally normal collagens and a relatively mild phenotype ensues. Heterozygous *COL5A1* and *COL5A2* premature stop codon mutations in classical EDS do not simply reduce the collagenous matrix but alter its architecture. While type V collagen is a quantitatively minor fibril‐forming collagen, the \[α1(V)\]~2~ α2(V)\] heterotrimer nucleates type I collagen fibrillogenesis and forms heterotypic type I/V collagen fibrils in tissues such as skin, tendon, and ligaments. Retention of the type V collagen N‐terminal propeptide influences the packing of the Type I monomers into fibrils, thus regulating collagen fibril diameter. The ratio of Type V/I collagen is crucial in determining fibril size and thus haploinsufficiency produces large, irregular, and structurally abnormal Type I collagen fibrils. Type XI collagen, the Type V collagen ortholog in cartilage, plays a comparable role in nucleating collagen II fibrillogenesis and loss‐of‐function mutations in *COL11A1* and *COL11A2* cause Stickler and Marshall syndromes. Mutations causing aggrecan (ACAN) haploinsuffiency cause spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia, Kimberley type, and idiopathic short stature (Gibson and Briggs, [2016](#ar24086-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}). Aggrecan is a highly sulfated proteoglycan which interacts with hyaluronan to provide an extensive network that endows articular cartilage with its ability to withstand compressive loads.

The major collagen VI isoform (an obligatory α1(VI), α2(VI), α3(VI) hererotrimer) is abundant and found in almost all tissues. Collagen VI is particularly important in muscle and tendon because mutations in the three canonical collagen VI genes, *COL6A1*, *COL6A2*, and *COL6A3*, trigger a spectrum of skeletal muscle disorders with Bethlem myopathy at the mild end and Ullrich congenital muscular dystrophy at the severe end (Lamande and Bateman, [2018](#ar24086-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}). Patients who completely lack collagen VI because of homozygous or compound heterozygous haploinsufficiency mutations in *COL6A1*, *COL6A2*, or *COL6A3* usually have severe muscular dystrophy. While collagen VI haploinsuffiency mutations in *COL6A2* and *COL6A3* are well tolerated and produce no apparent pathology, the situation is less clear for *COL6A1* haploinsuffiency mutations; sometimes there is no obvious phenotype (Giusti et al., [2005](#ar24086-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}; Foley et al., [2011](#ar24086-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}) and sometimes it causes Bethlem myopathy or mild Bethlem features (Lamande et al., [1998](#ar24086-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}; Baker et al., [2007](#ar24086-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}; Peat et al., [2007](#ar24086-bib-0094){ref-type="ref"}). One potential explanation for this conundrum is that half the normal amount of collagen VI is close to the tolerance threshold for pathogenicity and the α1(VI) chain is the limiting chain in collagen VI assembly, meaning that α1(VI) haploinsufficiency reduces total collagen VI synthesis more than either α2(VI) or α3(VI) haploinsufficiency.

In addition to mutations causing haploinsufficiency or null alleles, many of the conditions discussed above are caused by missense mutations. Indeed, these can be the predominant mutation class in many ECMopathies. This is particularly striking with pseudoachondroplasia and multiple epiphyseal dysplasia where structural mutations in *COMP, MATN3, COL9A1, COL9A2,* and *COL9A3* are apparently the only cause of these conditions. Furthermore, the milder clinical phenotypes of heterozygous null mutations in *COL1A1* and *COL1A2* (OI) and in *COL2A1* (Stickler syndrome) further suggest that structural mutations in ECM proteins are commonly more severe, while having less, but structurally normal protein leads to less tissue dysfunction (Fig. [1](#ar24086-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}).

Structural Mutations in ECM Proteins {#ar24086-sec-0007}
------------------------------------

In contrast to heterozygous null mutations, most of the more severe ECM diseases are caused by heterozygous missense mutations, or less commonly by other mutations such as in‐frame exon‐skipping mutations, that perturb protein structure. Collagen mutations causing OI (*COL1A1* and *COL1A2*) and several chondrodysplasias resulting from *COL2A1* and *COL10A1* mutations provide the clearest picture of the impact of dominant negative protein structural mutations. Most commonly these mutations result in structurally abnormal collagen pro‐α chains which impair initial assembly into hetero‐ or homo‐trimers or cause abnormal folding of the triple helix. Mutations in the procollagen C‐propeptide can impede the initial trimerization assembly step. Heterotrimerization (procollagen I) and homotrimerization (procollagens II, III, and collagen X) involves the correct registration of the propeptides in the lumen of the ER. This alignment is driven primarily by short discontinuous amino acid sequences presented by the three‐dimensional structures of the individual propeptides. This trimer assembly and subsequent helix formation is also facilitated by the coordinated action of molecular chaperones and posttranslational processing machinery (Ishikawa and Bachinger, [2013](#ar24086-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}). Mutations in the C‐propeptides that perturb the inter‐ and/or intra‐chain disulfide bonding or introduce other structurally deleterious changes can prevent or delay assembly resulting in misfolding and ER retention of the mutant chains. The best studied examples of this are in *COL1A1* and *COL10A1* and these illustrate pathological processes that can be broadly generalized to other collagen types (Bateman et al., [2009](#ar24086-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}).

Several collagen I C‐propeptide mutations have been mechanistically informative (Bateman et al., [1989](#ar24086-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}; Chessler and Byers, [1993](#ar24086-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}; Lamande et al., [1995](#ar24086-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}; Fitzgerald et al., [1999](#ar24086-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}; Ishida et al., [2009](#ar24086-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}). Mutations that introduced an unpaired cysteine, or a deletion which altered the reading frame and induced abnormal sequence, were shown in OI fibroblasts and transfected cells to impair assembly as evidenced by increased posttranslational modification of the exposed and unassembled chains and reduced secretion. Importantly, the chains bound to BiP (*HSPA5*; binding immunoglobulin protein) a molecular chaperone located in the lumen of the ER that recognizes and binds to the aberrantly exposed hydrophobic surfaces of misfolded proteins. Furthermore, the intracellularly retained mutant collagens were retro‐translocated to the cytoplasm for degradation by the proteasomal machinery, a key cellular response to unassembled proteins. These are the hallmarks of activation of an ER stress response. A similar story emerged with NC1 (structurally equivalent to C‐propeptide in fibrillar collagens) mutations of *COL10A1* in Schmid metaphyseal chondrodysplasia. A range of patient missense mutations prevented collagen X homotrimer assembly and secretion and these led to proteasomal degradation of the unassembled collagen X chains (Chan et al., [1994](#ar24086-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}; Chan et al., [1995](#ar24086-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}; Chan et al., [1996](#ar24086-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}; Chan et al., [1999](#ar24086-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}; Wilson et al., [2002](#ar24086-bib-0123){ref-type="ref"}; Wilson et al., [2005](#ar24086-bib-0124){ref-type="ref"}). The mutant proteins activated ER stress both *in vitro* and *in vivo* (Wilson et al., [2005](#ar24086-bib-0124){ref-type="ref"}; Rajpar et al., [2009](#ar24086-bib-0103){ref-type="ref"}). The role of ER stress and altered downstream signaling in ECM disease pathology is discussed in the next section.

Mutations that impact initial collagen assembly are relatively rare and the most common mutations in fibril‐forming collagens are glycine substitutions in the triple helical region. Collagen triple helix folding and stability is critically dependent on having a glycine as every third amino acid in the triplet repeat sequence. Replacing glycine with a bulky amino acid has the potential to disrupt helix folding and lead to increased posttranslational lysine hydroxylation and glycosylation, compromised triple helix structural integrity and retention of the mutant trimers in the ER. This has been demonstrated for many *COL1A1* and *COL1A2* glycine substitutions in OI and for several *COL2A1* mutations in chondrodysplasias. The full molecular details of the consequences of these helix‐disrupting mutations is yet to be revealed and the importance of local amino acid sequence context in determining the phenotype needs to be better understood (Marini et al., [2007](#ar24086-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}; Xiao et al., [2015](#ar24086-bib-0125){ref-type="ref"}). Despite our incomplete knowledge, the evidence is mounting that mutant collagens can form insoluble aggregates in the ER that are degraded by the autophagosome--endosome system, rather than the proteasome degradation system that is engaged by the C‐propeptide trimerization‐impaired mutants (Ishida et al., [2009](#ar24086-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}). The possible consequences of collagen helix mutations on ER‐stress are discussed below. In addition to Gly substitutions, a number of Arg to Cys substitutions at the X or Y position of the collagen II Gly‐X‐Y repeating amino acid triplet cause a range of mild to severe (nonlethal) chondrodysplasias. While some of these destabilize the collagen II triple helix in *in vitro* analyses and may also cause ER stress (Hintze et al., [2008](#ar24086-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}; Chung et al., [2009](#ar24086-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}), not all have apparent effects on helix stability, and the pathological mechanism may involve altered extracellular interactions.

It is clear that the cellular quality control mechanisms that bring about ER‐retention and degradation of misfolded collagens is leaky and collagen hetero‐ or homotrimers containing one or several mutant proα‐chains are often secreted. The impact of these on collagen fibril formation and stability and altered interactions with other ECM components needs to be considered. Comprehensive analysis of the types and positions of OI mutations in *COL1A1* and *COL1A2* revealed some important genotype--phenotype relationships (Marini et al., [2007](#ar24086-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}) including the finding that mutations in the type I collagen major ligand binding domains were lethal. These correlative data strongly suggested that compromised extracellular interactions with ligands such as integrins, MMPs, fibronectin, decorin, and heparin, along with impacts on self‐assembly and intermolecular collagen crosslinking are major contributors to the severe clinical phenotypes. In addition to the likely effect of extracellular mutant‐containing type I collagen molecules on the critical interactions that stabilize the ECM and cell--matrix interactions, mutant collagen deposited into extracellular fibrils can be selectively degraded (Bateman and Golub, [1994](#ar24086-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}), further destabilizing matrix integrity.

Dominant and recessive *COL6A1*, *COL6A2,* and *COL6A3* structural mutations can cause the full spectrum of collagen VI muscular dystrophies. Collagen VI has a more complex intracellular assembly pathway than the other collagen types, forming first into triple helical monomers, then overlapping antiparallel dimers, then tetramers prior to secretion. Secreted tetramers interact end‐to‐end to form beaded microfibrils in the ECM (Lamande and Bateman, [2018](#ar24086-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}). The phenotype that results from mutations is heavily influenced by the way the mutations affect collagen VI assembly and so understanding genotype/phenotype correlations often requires detailed functional studies. Similar to other collagens, heterozygous glycine substitutions that interrupt the Gly‐X‐Y triplet repeat sequence in the triple helix are the most common disease causing mutations. In collagen VI, the glycine mutations are clustered in Gly‐X‐Y triplets 3--20 at the N‐terminal end of the triple helix (Lamande and Bateman, [2018](#ar24086-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}). This region is critical for tetramer and microfibril formation and so the mutations have a severe dominant negative effect, with intracellular accumulation, reduced secretion, and impaired microfibril assembly (Lamande et al., [1999](#ar24086-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}; Baker et al., [2005](#ar24086-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}; Pace et al., [2008](#ar24086-bib-0092){ref-type="ref"}). In general, more C‐terminal glycine mutations prevent incorporation of the chains into triple helical monomers and so are recessive (Lampe et al., [2005](#ar24086-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}; Brinas et al., [2010](#ar24086-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}; Butterfield et al., [2013](#ar24086-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}; Lamande and Bateman, [2018](#ar24086-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}). Similarly, in‐frame deletions toward the N‐terminus of the triple helix (mainly caused by exon skipping mutations) have a dominant negative effect on collagen VI assembly.

Mutations outside the collagen VI triple helix can be dominant or recessive. If the chains cannot be incorporated into monomers they can undergo proteasomal degradation (Zamurs et al., [2015](#ar24086-bib-0127){ref-type="ref"}), but if incorporated into monomers, dimers, and tetramers, the mutant chains can prevent microfibril formation (Tooley et al., [2010](#ar24086-bib-0115){ref-type="ref"}) or form abundant disorganized microfibrils (Zhang et al., [2010](#ar24086-bib-0128){ref-type="ref"}).

Collagen I fibril abnormalities are seen in skin and tendon from collagen VI knock out mice and Ullrich patients (Kirschner et al., [2005](#ar24086-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}; Pan et al., [2013](#ar24086-bib-0093){ref-type="ref"}; Sardone et al., [2016](#ar24086-bib-0110){ref-type="ref"}) indicating that collagen VI can broadly influence tissue architecture, but how abnormal tissue architecture alters downstream signaling to illicit the cellular consequences which include abnormal mitochondria, increased apoptosis, increased reactive oxygen species, and impaired autophagy (Irwin et al., [2003](#ar24086-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}; Grumati et al., [2010](#ar24086-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}; Menazza et al., [2010](#ar24086-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}; Tagliavini et al., [2013](#ar24086-bib-0114){ref-type="ref"}) is not fully resolved.

Collagen IX (*COL9A1*, *COL9A2*, and *COL9A3) mutations cause* multiple epiphyseal dysplasia. These are predominantly exon‐skipping changes and missense mutations concentrated in the N‐terminal COL3 domain (Jackson et al., [2012](#ar24086-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}) which are thought to disturb collagen IX heterotrimer assembly and secretion (Briggs and Chapman, [2002](#ar24086-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}). Collagen IX associates with the collagen II/XI fibril surface and interacts with other ECM networks, thus changes in the amount or structure of the collagen IX have the potential to alter the structure and integrity of the cartilage collagen fibrillar suprastructures.

Cartilage oligomeric protein (*COMP*) mutations in two chondrodysplasias, pseudoachondroplasia and multiple epiphyseal dysplasia (Briggs and Chapman, [2002](#ar24086-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}; Posey et al., [2008](#ar24086-bib-0102){ref-type="ref"}), provide other examples of how structural mutations dominantly affect protein assembly. These mutations, which are predominantly in the calcium binding domains, affect protein folding and assembly leading in many cases to retention of the misfolded protein within the ER (Posey et al., [2018](#ar24086-bib-0097){ref-type="ref"}). This can also result in co‐retention of the COMP interacting partners, collagen IX and matrilin‐3 (Holden et al., [2001](#ar24086-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}; Merritt et al., [2007](#ar24086-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"}; Posey et al., [2018](#ar24086-bib-0097){ref-type="ref"}). Likewise, matrilin‐3 (*MATN3*) structural mutations also underpin multiple epiphyseal dysplasia and spondyloepimetaphyseal dysplasia (Borochowitz et al., [2004](#ar24086-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}; Jackson et al., [2012](#ar24086-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}). Autosomal‐dominant multiple epiphyseal dysplasia missense mutations map to the *MATN3* von Willebrand Factor type A domain and autosomal recessive missense mutation in spondyloepimetaphyseal dysplasia are located in the first EGF‐like protein domain of matrilin‐3. Both these mutation groups impact protein domains important in matrilin‐3 folding and result in reduced secretion and ER stress (Cotterill et al., [2005](#ar24086-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}; Leighton et al., [2007](#ar24086-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}; Suleman et al., [2012](#ar24086-bib-0112){ref-type="ref"}; Wang et al., [2015](#ar24086-bib-0122){ref-type="ref"}).

IS ER STRESS A DRIVER OF PATHOLOGY WITH ECM PROTEIN STRUCTURAL MUTATIONS? {#ar24086-sec-0008}
=========================================================================

The ER imposes stringent quality control on protein folding, such that only folded functional proteins leave the ER (van Anken and Braakman, [2005](#ar24086-bib-0119){ref-type="ref"}). Unfolded and incorrectly folded proteins that accumulate in the ER bind the molecular chaperone BiP which recognizes exposed hydrophobic protein sequences normally buried within the correctly folded protein structures. This removes BiP from the ER luminal domains of the three canonical ER stress sensors IRE1, ATF6, and PERK, activating them and the cellular response to misfolded proteins, the unfolded protein response (UPR), and thus initiating a cascade of adaptive responses in a coordinated attempt to reduce the load of misfolded proteins (Hetz et al., [2011](#ar24086-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}). IRE1 activation produces a site‐specific RNase that cleaves the mRNA for an inactive transcription factor XBP1, leading to synthesis of an active form, XBP1s~.~ XBP1s then binds to UPR responsive promoter elements to stimulate the synthesis of chaperones in an attempt to cope with the unfolded protein load. ATF6, a member of a bZIP transcription factor family, when activated by BiP removal, transits to the Golgi where it is cleaved to generate an active cytosolic fragment, ATF6p50, which binds to genes promoters containing an ER‐stress responsive element. PERK activation results in downstream phosphorylation of the translational initiation factor eIF2α which prevents formation of the translational initiation complex and downregulates protein translation, thus reducing the protein folding load. While phosphorylated eIF2α inhibits translation of most mRNAs, it paradoxically promotes translation of a subset of stress response genes, such as the transcription factor *ATF4*. AFT4 upregulates transcription of genes involved with amino acid metabolism and transport, oxidation--reduction reactions, and ER stress‐induced apoptosis such as *CHOP* (Rutkowski and Kaufman, [2007](#ar24086-bib-0108){ref-type="ref"}). In addition, UPR activation stimulates the protein degradation processes, ER‐associated degradation (ERAD) and/or autophagy (Meusser et al., [2005](#ar24086-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"}; Yorimitsu and Klionsky, [2007](#ar24086-bib-0126){ref-type="ref"}; Ding and Yin, [2008](#ar24086-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}). Initial UPR activation is cytoprotective, offering the cells an opportunity to return to protein folding homeostasis. With increased duration of unfolded protein load, the balance in activities of the three pathways change and a prolonged UPR can have deleterious effects such as apoptosis.

The importance of the UPR in maintaining cellular proteostasis during normal development has been highlighted by situations where components of the UPR machinery are compromised. A striking example is the targeted deletion of *BBF2H7* (a member of the ATF6 family of ER stress sensors) in cartilage which results in a severe mouse chondrodysplasia phenotype (Saito et al., [2009](#ar24086-bib-0109){ref-type="ref"}). These data showed that UPR activation is necessary during early cartilage development to cope with the massive increase in ECM protein production that occurs during chondrocyte differentiation in the limb bud. UPR activation upregulates Sec23a a key component of the COPII secretory vesicles thus stimulating the machinery necessary for the increased collagen II biosynthesis. Furthermore, disruption to this pathway due to mutations in Site‐1 protease (*MBTPS1*) which cleaves and activates BBF2H7 also results in a human skeletal dysplasia (Kondo et al., [2018](#ar24086-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}). Likewise mutations in *CREB3L1*, the gene for OASIS, another ATF6 family member, results in a severe recessive OI by disturbing proteostasis during increased collagen I synthesis by osteoblasts (Symoens et al., [2013](#ar24086-bib-0113){ref-type="ref"}).

The importance of the UPR in responding to the challenges of the increased ECM protein folding demands during development raises the question of how UPR activation resulting from intracellular retention of mutant misfolded ECM proteins could relate to disease pathophysiology. It is now clear that UPR activation can contribute to the disease pathology but the precise nature of the UPR pathways activated, and the impact of these intracellular effects relative to the extracellular effects of the mutant abnormal protein is not entirely clear for many ECM protein structural mutations (Fig. [1](#ar24086-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). The UPR story for *COL10A1* mutations in metaphyseal chondrodysplasia, type Schmid is the best understood and is discussed below.

*COL10A1* mutations in the C‐terminal NC1 protein domain cause collagen X misfolding and ER retention and induce the canonical cellular UPR pathways, activating all three UPR sensors (Wilson et al., [2005](#ar24086-bib-0124){ref-type="ref"}; Tsang et al., [2007](#ar24086-bib-0117){ref-type="ref"}; Rajpar et al., [2009](#ar24086-bib-0103){ref-type="ref"}; Cameron et al., [2011](#ar24086-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}; Cameron et al., [2015](#ar24086-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}). ER‐chaperones are upregulated and protein degradation by ERAD stimulated. The downstream signaling cascades activated by the UPR block cartilage differentiation and result in growth plate cartilage expansion reduced bone growth (Tsang et al., [2007](#ar24086-bib-0117){ref-type="ref"}). Detailed studies in mouse models suggested that the PERK UPR arm was key to the pathology *via* C/EBP‐β‐mediated chondrocyte differentiation (Cameron et al., [2015](#ar24086-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}). These data raised the important question of whether UPR induction was sufficient to produce the cartilage pathology. This was tested by inducing the UPR in growth plate cartilage, not by misfolded collagen X, but by expressing a misfolding protein not normally made in cartilage, thyroglobulin (Rajpar et al., [2009](#ar24086-bib-0103){ref-type="ref"}). The UPR induced by the mutant thyroglobulin resulted in pathology comparable to the authentic collagen X‐induced phenotype, directly demonstrating that in metaphyseal chondrodysplasia, type Schmid, the clinical phenotype was a direct result of the pathological UPR signaling (Rajpar et al., [2009](#ar24086-bib-0103){ref-type="ref"}). This suggested that the UPR could be an important therapeutic target in this, and perhaps other ECM disorders.

Although there is increasing evidence that UPR is a common consequence of ECM protein misfolding mutations, the precise pathways of UPR activation and signaling, and the contribution to the pathology are not as clearly understood as they are for *COL10A1* mutations. In pseudoachondroplasia and multiple epiphyseal dysplasia, *COMP* structural mutations result in a characteristic distension of the ER and retention of COMP with mutations in the calcium binding repeats (Hecht et al., [2004](#ar24086-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}; Merritt et al., [2007](#ar24086-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"}; Schmitz et al., [2008](#ar24086-bib-0111){ref-type="ref"}; Suleman et al., [2012](#ar24086-bib-0112){ref-type="ref"}; Posey et al., [2018](#ar24086-bib-0097){ref-type="ref"}). With one of these calcium binding domain mutations (D469del) despite ER retention a canonical UPR was apparently not activated although oxidative stress was apparent with consequent cell cycle regulation and apoptosis (Posey et al., [2009](#ar24086-bib-0101){ref-type="ref"}; Suleman et al., [2012](#ar24086-bib-0112){ref-type="ref"}). Conversely, while a mutation in the C‐terminal globular domain did not result in mutant COMP ER retention, BiP and Chop were upregulated resulting in reduced chondrocyte proliferation and increased and spatially dysregulated apoptosis (Pirog et al., [2014](#ar24086-bib-0096){ref-type="ref"}). Apoptosis, the downstream consequence of unresolved ER stress has also been demonstrated in other *in vivo* and *in vitro* studies on COMP mutations (Posey et al., [2018](#ar24086-bib-0097){ref-type="ref"}). Mutations in matrilin‐3 can also cause the pseudoachondroplasia/multiple epiphyseal dysplasia phenotype, and matrilin misfolding and UPR activation are implicated by reduced chondrocyte proliferation and dysregulated apoptosis (Leighton et al., [2007](#ar24086-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}; Nundlall et al., [2010](#ar24086-bib-0091){ref-type="ref"}; Hartley et al., [2013](#ar24086-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}; Jayasuriya et al., [2014](#ar24086-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}; Wang et al., [2015](#ar24086-bib-0122){ref-type="ref"}). These data strongly support the hypothesis that a component of the pathophysiology of COMP and matrilin‐3 misfolding mutations is UPR activation although mutation specificity and precise UPR pathways, downstream consequences and the relative contribution of extracellular consequences remain to be fully defined (Fig. [1](#ar24086-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}).

UPR activation by collagen I mutations in OI and collagen II in chondrodysplasias has been reported with strong evidence of misfolding, triple helix destabilization, and intracellular retention of the mutant collagens. However, as with *COMP* and *MATN3*, the precise nature of the UPR signaling is not fully resolved and is likely to involve aspects of both mutation and cell specificity. For example, with collagen I mutations in OI clear evidence of UPR activation was demonstrated for a procollagen I C‐propeptide trimerization mutation in the Aga2/+ mouse with upregulation of BiP, Hsp47, and Gadd153 (Chop) resulting in osteoblast apoptosis (Lisse et al., [2008](#ar24086-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"}). Recent studies on patient collagen I helix mutations reported upregulation of several components of the UPR, including BiP, PDI, ATF4, phospho‐PERK and XBP1 splicing (Besio et al., [2018](#ar24086-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}). However, the pattern of upregulation of these individual UPR components was different in the five patient mutations studied. For example, BiP was upregulated in only three of five *COL1A1* or *COL1A2* mutations tested (Besio et al., [2018](#ar24086-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}), highlighting that while a UPR can be activated by these mutations, there is apparent mutation specificity in the strength and nature of the response. In a mouse model of mild to moderate OI due to a *Col1a2* missense mutation (α2(I) G610C) which disturbs the collagen triple helix, ER accumulation of the mutant misfolded collagen I results in upregulation of CHOP, eiF2α phosphorylation, and chaperones αβ crystalline and HSP47, and it was concluded this ER‐stress did not involve the canonical UPR pathway (Mirigian et al., [2016](#ar24086-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"}). This noncanonical UPR retarded osteoblast differentiation and caused abnormal responses in major signaling pathways.

Mutations in the C‐propeptide of collagen II in mouse models phenocopying platyspondylic skeletal dysplasia, Torrance type, show intracellular retention and upregulation of UPR‐related genes (Furuichi et al., [2011](#ar24086-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}; Kimura et al., [2015](#ar24086-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}) and apoptosis (Kimura et al., [2015](#ar24086-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}). *In vitro* and *in vivo* studies have confirmed reduced thermostability, reduced secretion, and UPR hallmarks in cells with mutations toward the C‐terminus of the triple helix (Hintze et al., [2008](#ar24086-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}; Chung et al., [2009](#ar24086-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}; Jensen et al., [2011](#ar24086-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}; Chakkalakal et al., [2018](#ar24086-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}). Interestingly, helix mutations such as R75C, R134C, and R704C located more N‐terminal in the triple helix did not reduce mutant thermal stability compared to wild‐type collagen II. However, the impact of the position in the helix of the more severe glycine substitution mutations has not been studied systematically.

THERAPEUTIC APPROACHES---TARGETING THE UPR? {#ar24086-sec-0009}
===========================================

The cornerstone clinical treatment for ECM disorders caused by structural mutations has relied on approaches to ameliorate the symptoms rather than attempting to intervene in the pathological pathways themselves. For example, in OI clinical management has primarily involved surgical management and bisphosphonate treatment to reduce bone loss (Biggin and Munns, [2017](#ar24086-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}; Bacon and Crowley, [2018](#ar24086-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}). While useful clinically, bisphosphonates do not resolve the important issue of reduced bone quality caused by the collagen structural mutations. Other approaches to improve bone mass under evaluation include anabolic therapies such parathyroid hormone and sclerostin inhibition (Bacon and Crowley, [2018](#ar24086-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}). Since increased TGF‐β signaling has been implicated in OI and inhibiting TGF‐β improved bone mass and strength in mouse models, TGF‐β neutralizing antibody treatment is being evaluated (Bacon and Crowley, [2018](#ar24086-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}). Cell therapy approaches using mesenchymal stem cells and bone‐marrow transplantation are under evaluation for the severe forms of OI (Morello, [2018](#ar24086-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}).

Since structural mutations in collagen I in OI (and other ECM proteins in other ECMopathies) can exert such strong dominant gain‐of‐function effects, a goal of gene targeting approaches is complete, or near‐complete, mutant gene expression knock‐down. Antisense oligonucleotides, ribozymes, and small interfering RNAs have shown experimental efficacy for both *COL1A1* (Lindahl et al., [2013](#ar24086-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"}; Rousseau et al., [2014](#ar24086-bib-0106){ref-type="ref"}) and *COMP* (Posey et al., [2010](#ar24086-bib-0100){ref-type="ref"}) mutations *in vitro*, and in the case of *COMP* mutations antisense delivery reduces the severity of the growth plate cartilage pathology in a pseudoachondroplasia mouse model (Posey et al., [2017](#ar24086-bib-0098){ref-type="ref"}). However, there are still significant obstacles to clinical delivery, along with uncertainties about possible off‐target effects. The exciting recent developments in CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing (Hess et al., [2017](#ar24086-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}) may find their way into gene correction and cell therapy in OI and other ECM diseases, but the issues of delivery and off‐target effects remain, at least in the short term, with this fast‐moving technology.

Although, as discussed above, there is still much to learn about the precise molecular pathways of the UPR and its contribution to the pathology of ECM disorders, protein misfolding and the UPR does provide a tantalizing therapeutic target. This has been recently comprehensively reviewed in the context of genetic skeletal disease (Briggs et al., [2015](#ar24086-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}). The well‐known therapeutic strategies deployed in many other disorders resulting from aberrant protein folding (Cao and Kaufman, [2013](#ar24086-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}; Rivas et al., [2015](#ar24086-bib-0105){ref-type="ref"}) employ approaches that target protein misfolding at three levels (Fig. [2](#ar24086-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}); (1) reducing the mutant protein load by stimulating degradation of the misfolded protein; (2) increasing correct folding of the mutant protein folding; and (3) modifying the pathological consequences of UPR signaling.

![Therapeutically targeting the unfolded protein response. Theoretically the unfolded protein response (UPR) could be modified using three main approaches. First, drugs that can stimulate proteasomal degradation and/or autophagy could reduce the mutant protein load, reduce ER stress, and reduce secretion of mutant protein. A second approach could be to support mutant protein folding by upregulating endogenous chaperones, or treating with chemical chaperones, leading to increased secretion of correctly folded protein. Modifying downstream signaling consequences of the UPR is a third approach that could alleviate the ER stress‐induced pathology.](AR-303-1527-g002){#ar24086-fig-0002}

A promising example of ameliorating the UPR‐induced pathology of an ECM misfolding protein disorder by reducing the mutant protein load was recently reported (Mullan et al., [2017](#ar24086-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"}). Treating transfected cells expressing collagen X misfolding mutations with carbamazepine, an autophagy‐stimulating anti‐seizure drug, reduced intracellular accumulation of the mutant collagen X and downregulated UPR markers, BiP, Chop, and Xbp1s. Furthermore, in mice with a knockin metaphyseal chondrodysplasia type Schmid collagen X mutation (Rajpar et al., [2009](#ar24086-bib-0103){ref-type="ref"}), carbamazepine reduced ER stress markers in the affected cartilage and reduced the pathological impact of the mutation‐induced UPR in the growth plate cartilage. Interestingly, in *in vitro* studies on several collagen misfolding mutants, carbamazepine‐stimulated degradation by both autophagy and ERAD *via* the proteasome. The degradation pathways may be determined by whether the misfolded collagens are retained as predominantly single polypeptide chains which are available for proteasomal degradation, or aggregated forms of collagen which are targeted by autophagy (Ishida et al., [2009](#ar24086-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}). While no other ECM misfolding disorders have been tested in preclinical models yet, this approach to reducing the mutant load by pharmacologically stimulating the proteasomal or autophagy pathways shows clinical promise.

Improving mutant protein folding by upregulating endogenous chaperones or by administering chemical chaperones that can stabilize proteins in their native conformation and rescue mutant protein folding and/or trafficking defects has been a widely used strategy in protein folding disorders (Perlmutter, [2002](#ar24086-bib-0095){ref-type="ref"}; Ulloa‐Aguirre et al., [2004](#ar24086-bib-0118){ref-type="ref"}; Arakawa et al., [2006](#ar24086-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}; Rivas et al., [2015](#ar24086-bib-0105){ref-type="ref"}). The FDA‐approved chemical chaperone sodium 4‐phenylbutyrate (PBA) can reduce ER stress *in vitro* caused by *COL1A1* OI mutations (Besio et al., [2018](#ar24086-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}), *COL4A2* (Murray et al., [2014](#ar24086-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"}), and *COL4A5* (Wang et al., [2017](#ar24086-bib-0121){ref-type="ref"}) mutations. In a zebrafish model of OI, PBA administration ameliorated the skeletal pathology (Gioia et al., [2017](#ar24086-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}). While these results offer considerable promise, PBA is also a histone deacetylase inhibitor so that this should be considered in the context of possible off‐target effects. This was highlighted in studies where PBA was used (along with lithium and valproate) to treat a pseudoachondroplasia mouse model caused by a COMP misfolding mutation (Posey et al., [2014](#ar24086-bib-0099){ref-type="ref"}). While these drugs reduced the chondrocyte pathology, there were other significant negative effects on mouse growth and development. Other chemical chaperones, such as trimethylamine N‐oxide (TMAO) and the bile acid tauroursodeoxycholic acid have also shown some effectiveness in improving mutant folding and reducing stress (Rivas et al., [2015](#ar24086-bib-0105){ref-type="ref"}). In the context of collagen misfolding the potential utility of this approach was demonstrated using TMAO to increase the stability of thermolabile collagen II and improve collagen II secretion and cell survival *in vitro* (Gawron et al., [2010](#ar24086-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}). Overexpression of the endogenous chaperone BiP can reduce ER‐stress (Reddy et al., [2003](#ar24086-bib-0104){ref-type="ref"}), and a small chemical (BIX) that upregulates BiP and protects against ER stress in neurons has been identified (Kudo et al., [2008](#ar24086-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}). However, with these approaches it, is important to consider that the increased folding and secretion of mutant ECM proteins may also lead to dominant negative extracellular effects.

Other therapeutic approaches target UPR sensors (IRE1, PERK, and ATF6) to modify downstream pathological signaling pathways (Maly and Papa, [2014](#ar24086-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}; Jiang et al., [2015](#ar24086-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}; Rivas et al., [2015](#ar24086-bib-0105){ref-type="ref"}). The FDA‐approved drugs guanabenz and salubrinal selectively inhibit eIF2α dephosphorylation, which lies downstream of PERK, and can protect cells from ER stress (Boyce et al., [2005](#ar24086-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}). Recent studies have shown that targeting the PERK pathway in a metaphyseal chondrodysplasia mouse model caused by a pathological UPR resulting from collagen X misfolding (Wang et al., [2018](#ar24086-bib-0120){ref-type="ref"}) can be beneficial. The small molecule integrated stress response inhibitor which does not prevent PERK activation or eIF2α phosphorylation, but blocks downstream ATF4 expression prevented the PERK pathway‐mediated effects on chondrocyte differentiation and ameliorated the skeletal deformities. Small molecules that modulate the IRE1--XBP1 UPR pathways are exciting possibilities and several are in cancer clinical trials (Rivas et al., [2015](#ar24086-bib-0105){ref-type="ref"}). Manipulation of the downstream consequences of the UPR, such as apoptosis, also offers therapeutic potential in the treatment of heritable ECM disorders.

While there are still many questions to be answered about how ECM misfolding mutations interact with cellular quality control mechanisms and the UPR system, the many recent studies investigating the therapeutic potential of re‐purposed clinically approved drugs for treating ECM disorders offer hope that effective therapies are a realistic possibility. Indeed, based on preclinical data in mice (Mullan et al., [2017](#ar24086-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"}), carbamazepine is being evaluated as a therapy for metaphyseal chondrodysplasia, type Schmid in a worldwide clinical trial (<https://mcds-therapy.eu>).
